Three Ducks Went Wandering - Ron Roy

In this gentle yet suspenseful story, three adventurous little ducklings wander away from their barnyard home and unwittingly avoid disaster after disaster until they eventually return to the nest, where their mother takes them under her wing for a nap. Reviews from Goodreads.com. FictionDB Reviews: ADD A REVIEW. Sign In to Review This Book. GENRE: Kids (12 & Under), Chapter Books. Jackets & Illustrations. Drawings & Paintings. Army Days. Biography. 

Three little ducks wander away from their nest and survive many dangerous encounters. Three little ducks wander away from their nest and survive encounters with an angry bull, hungry foxes, a soaring hawk, and a sneaky snake even though they are oblivious to the dangers. The brightly colored illustrations bring excitement and energy to the story. I agree with the other remarks about ducks being a symbol of innocence. In a similar vein, there's the idea of vulnerability. It shows a part of Holden's nature, worrying about the fate of the innocent. It's a repeated theme in Salinger's work, bo... 

Starting with Page 13 Holden has been talking to his HISTORY teacher old Spencer who is failing him for not applying himself to THE RULES of what it means to be a student at Pencey Prep. While he is uncomfortably waiting for a good exit he begins to think about the ducks in Central Park. He wonders if the lagoon would be frozen and where the ducks go. He theorizes that maybe some guy came up in a truck and takes them away to a zoo or something. Now the zoo is where Phoebe and Holden head to in chapter 25.